
Case-Mate Unveils Its Fashion-Forward  
Watch Band Collection for the Apple Watch 

 
ATLANTA, June 03, 2015 – Case-Mate®, the industry-leading designers of stylized and finely crafted mobile 
accessories, introduces its new collection of fashion-forward bands for the Apple® Watch, Apple Watch Sport and 
Apple Watch Edition. Designed to offer innovative materials and on-trend styles at accessible pricepoints, Case-
Mate’s new collection of Apple Watch accessories will be available in late June at www.case-mate.com. 
 
“The introduction of the Apple Watch and the impressive momentum of the wearables market has created an exciting 
opportunity for Case-Mate to apply our style-focused and detail-oriented design principles to an entirely new 
category,” said Case-Mate CEO, Shashi Reddy. “Our new Apple Watch band collection offers sophisticated materials 
and fashion-savvy designs at pricepoints that allow consumers to frequently change the style of their Apple Watch. 
From the selection of handcrafted leathers and genuine crystal accents to the machine-polished edges of the custom 
logo-engraved clasp, we’ve thoughtfully curated every detail of each band.” 
 
Inspired by fine jewerly, chic handbags and trend-setting shoes, the new Case-Mate Women’s Collection for the 
38mm Apple Watch, Apple Watch Sport and Apple Watch Edition is designed to impress. 
 
• Brilliance, $80: Make a shimmering statement for your Apple Watch with this genuine crystal and leather band. 

Finished with a logo-engraved clasp, it easily dresses up a casual daytime style and creates a captivating shine 
for anywhere the night takes you. 

 
• Scaled Leather, $60: Let this genuine exotic leather band charm its way around your wrist, creating a truly 

curious, yet classically refined look for your Apple Watch. Finished with a logo-engraved clasp. 
 
• Edged Leather, $50: The cure for the common leather band! This classic design gets modern edging and a 

reverse color pop for a swank vibe. Finished with a logo-engraved clasp. 
 
• Facets, $50: Genuine crystal mingles with matte and glossy elements to create this three-dimensional look for 

your Apple Watch. Completed with a logo-engraved clasp, it’s sure to turn heads. 
 
• Sheer Glam, $35: Just a touch of shine! This semi-transparent, champagne sparkled band makes it easy to add 

a little elegance to any look. Finished with a logo-engraved clasp, it's an on trend must-have for your Apple 
Watch. 

 
• Turnlock, $35: This bangle style band creates an attractive and fashionable look that’s essential in any 

collection. A logo-engraved metal charm completes this slip-on style for your Apple Watch. 
	  
The new Case-Mate Men’s Collection for the 42mm Apple Watch, Apple Watch Sport and Apple Watch Edition is 
designed for work and play, with styles ranging from classic to modern performance. 
	  
• Signature Leather, $50: The iconic band with our handcrafted Signature leather offers timeless style for your 

Apple Watch. Subtle edge-painted detailing and a logo-engraved clasp complete this quintessential design. 
 
• Vented, $35: Give your Apple Watch a sleek and sporty look with this high performance vented elastomer band. 

Finished with a logo-engraved clasp, it’s the perfect choice for a long workout or casual daytime style. 
	  
Pricing and Availability 
Case-Mate’s new Apple Watch band collections, ranging from $35 to $80, will be available for purchase in late June 
at select retailers, including Best Buy, Amazon and at www.case-mate.com. 
 
About Case-Mate 
At the intersection of fashion and technology, Case-Mate has quickly become the leader in the design of style-
focused accessories for mobile devices. Since 2006, Case-Mate’s team of fashion, tech and design aficionados has 
helped consumers express their individual style with products that adorn, protect and enhance their mobile 
technology. To see the latest collections from Case-Mate, please visit  
www.case-mate.com. 
	  
Case-Mate Media Contact 
Peter Castellino, peter.castellino@case-mate.com 



brilliance
$80 

metallic edge-painted leather  
with crystal fabric inlay 

s h o w n  i n  s i l v e r ,  a l s o  a v a i l a b l e  i n  b l a c k  



edged leather
$50 

s h o w n  i n  i v o r y / s h o c k i n g  p i n k ,  a l s o  a v a i l a b l e  i n  b r o w n / b l u e  

color-contrasting leather  
with edge-painted detail 



scaled leather
$60 

s h o w n  i n  b l a c k  

genuine exotic leather with 
textured detailing 



signature leather
$50 

s h o w n  i n  b r o w n  

genuine leather with classic styling  
and edge painted details 




